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Touch the marvels of life with 
CERARL’s Everlast.

A beauty that is always new as spring,
Fiery as the escapades of summer, 
Soothing as a sonata of winter,
Captivating as the shifting hues of fall.

Turn the page of each day with joy 
and anticipation.
For all of life’s changing seasons,
There’s always the beauty of
the Everlast,

CERARL.

Seasons of the 



ADMIRA presents the Everlast beauty of 

CERARL wall claddings - masterpieces that 

withstands the �ame and tides of time. 

CERARL is �re retardant, water resistant – 

its elegant aesthetics remain constant and 

ever new. 

Easy to install, incredibly lightweight yet solid 

and durable, the strength of CERARL lies

within its non-combustible �breglass core. 

From exquisite wood grains to sleek marble, 

transform your spaces into mesmerising 

masterpieces that endure the test of time.

THE CERARL ALLURE

Ever strong. 
Ever beautiful. 
Everlast.

C E R A R L  =  E V E R L A S T .



The season of intensity, Summer is 
composed of glowing hues and sunny 
smiles. A time to venture out and boldly 
live dreams. Soak in the optimism from 
the cheery rays of Summer.Summer
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Be it for gym interiors or jazzing up any 
commercial space, CERARL promises 
quick and fuss-free installation with 
minimal down time and disruption to 
businesses. Less noise, less mess.
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Spring
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to life



Spruce up your kitchen and spice up your interiors with 
CERARL. Superbly heat and stain resistant, CERARL 
makes the perfect kitchen backsplash. CERARL is also 
class ‘0’ �re rated with �re-retardant properties.

The season of zest, Spring moves 

with youthful vigour. It’s about 

trying new things, discovering 

unknown �avours. Foray into bright 

new horizons with the carefree 

vitality of Spring.
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b e a u t y  o f  b e g i n n i n g s  



A season of renewal, Autumn’s ever 

shifting hues inspire transformation. 

A time to shed the old, to make 

space for the new. Embrace the �ow 

of change and �nd the elusive 

beauty of Autumn.
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Cleaning is easy peasy. No need to worry 
about the little ones making permanent 
marks. CERARL’s superior stain resistant 
properties ensure that stains are easily 
wiped o� with a damp cloth or sponge. 
Always sparkling clean. Always good as new.

AutumnCaptivating
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A season of interludes, Winter’s 

quiet hues bring momentary pause. 

A time to take a breath, to snuggle 

in layers of comfort. Submerge in 

the soothing calmness of Winter.



SoothingWinter
CERARL creates boundless possibilities 
for your bathroom. Seamless �nish and 
no grout lines unlike tiles. For high 
humidity areas such as spas, CERARL’s 
woodgrain designs are a perfect touch 
that captures the natural beauty of 
wood without its fragility.
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FUNCTIONS

Vast selection of designs
Solid colors, wood grain, stone, abstract patterns, and more!

Revolutionary material
Product of Japan
Heat and humidity-resistant
Waterproof
Fire retardant
Stain resistant
Antibacterial properties
Fuss-free installation

Hygienic and sanitary
Maintains cleanliness by inhibiting growth of bacteria. Also suitable for bath and toilet areas.
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